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from news articles. According to Ellen et al.
(2011), microblog text is a typical microtext.
Compared to regular long text such as news
article, the microblog text exhibits the following
characteristics.
y Short. Every microblog text finishes in less
than 140. In fact, most texts are only a
sentence or even a phrase.
y Informal. Spoken language is typically used,
usually
containing
abbreviations
and
misspellings.
y Semi-structured. Each microblog text
contains text as well as author and time.
y Highly contextual. Most microblog texts are
created by replying or evaluating the existing
texts. Meanwhile, they are replied or
evaluated by others.
y Conversational. The microblog texts are
usually naturally organized by thousands of
conversation threads. In the thread, we name
the top text by head posting, and the
remaining texts by followup postings.
The following challenges in microblog text
processing are worth noting. Firstly, microblog
texts, especially the followup postings, contain
very few characters. This inevitably leads to
serious sparse data problem when machine
learning algorithms are adopted to handle the
microblog texts. Secondly, grammar is usually
informal in microblog texts. Abbreviations and
misspellings are constant. This makes standard
language processing tools inapplicable on
microblog texts. Thirdly, in the followup
postings, anaphora and ellipsis are constantly
used. This makes topic analysis rather difficult.
Some related work has been reported on
microtext such as chat language and short
messages (Dyke et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2005;
Shen et al., 2006; Peng et al., 2007). An earlier
attempt on microblog text processing is Shen et
al. (2009), which adopts TFIDF algorithm to
analyze the Chinese microblog texts. Ramage et
al. (2010) maps Twitter texts to four potential

Abstract
As a classic natural language processing
technology, topic detection recently attracts
more research interests due largely to the
rapid development of microblog. The most
challenging issue in microblog topic detection
is sparse data problem. In this paper, the
temporal-author-topic (TAT) model is
designed to accomplish microblog topic
detection in two phases. In the first phase, the
TAT model is applied to clean the thread,
namely, to filter noisy microblog texts out of
each thread. In the second phase, microblog
texts within each thread are merged to form
the thread text so that the TAT model is
applied to find global topics. The new
approach differs from the Hierarchical
Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) algorithm
by making use of microblog threads to
overcome the sparse data problem.
Experimental results justify our claims.

1

Introduction

Topic detection is the technique that discovers
the latent topics from the given collection of text.
Originated from the famous TDT evaluation
workshop1, topic detection research has attracted
intensive and persistent interests from
governments with security purpose. With the
rapid advance of the Internet, the Web content
becomes so plentiful that people start to explore
how to make good use of the content with
commercial purpose. Very recently, microblog
becomes surprisingly popular. According to the
recent Twitter statistics, 155 million tweets are
created per day on average2. This leads to huge
research passion on the microblog content.
Theoretically, topic detection from microblog
text is similar to that from news articles.
However, the microblog text is rather different
1
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experimental results as well as discussions. We
conclude this paper in Section 7.

dimensions by labeled LDA, then sorts and
recommends Twitter based on the result of LDA.
However, the common drawback of the related
work is sparse data problem because each
posting is viewed as an individual text.
We argue that each microblog thread
maintains a dominating topic, and that the thread
structure plays an important role in microblog
topic
detection.
In
this
work,
the
temporal-author-topic (TAT) model is designed
to accomplish microblog topic detection in two
phases. In the first phase, the TAT model is
applied on each thread to organize the
intra-thread postings into a few clusters, in
which the cluster containing the head posting
should dominate. The intention is to exclude the
followup postings that are irrelevant to the head
posting from the thread. In this way, the thread
is made cleaner. In the second phase, postings
within each cleaned thread are merged to form a
bigger text, referred to as thread text. The TAT
model is then applied on the thread texts to find
global topics.
The new approach makes use of microblog
threads to address the sparse data problem,
which makes the approach different from any
hierarchical text clustering approaches, e.g.,
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC).
As it contains all relevant postings in the thread,
the thread text is longer that any individual
posting. In this manner, the sparse data problem
can be relieved to great extent. Contributions of
this work are summarized as follows.
(1) The thread structure in microblog is
investigated in this work to address the sparse
data problem in microblog topic detection. We
argue cleaning and merging are crucial.
(2) A benchmark dataset is developed, which
can be used by researchers to evaluate microblog
topic detection approaches.
(3) The temporal-author-topic (TAT) model is
proposed to model microblog text.
(4) A two-phase approach is designed to
accomplish microblog topic detection. In the
first phase, the thread structure is used to clean
every thread. In the second phase, each cleaned
thread is merged to form a bigger text so that
microblog topic detection is made more
accurate.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, related work is summarized. In
Section 3, the principle of our approach is given.
In section 4, the temporal-author-topic model is
described. Section 5 presents the two-phase
topic detection approach. Section 6 presents

2

Related Work

2.1

Topic Detection

Topic detection (TD) appeared as a subtask in
TDT (topic detection and tracking) evaluation
workshops. Since 1998, many research efforts
have been made. The earlier work is carried out
under TDT evaluation. Many famous
universities and companies such as IBM Watson,
BBN, CMU and CUHK, have participated in
TDT workshop. TDT has been more and more
important.
Two subtasks are included in TD evaluation,
i.e., online topic detection and hierarchical topic
detection. Online topic detection (OTD) is to
detect new topic and collect the subsequent
relevant news. The OTD systems usually focus
on selection and combination of the clustering
methods. Generally, k-means clustering
algorithm is adopted by researchers. Yang et al.
(1998) first adopted the hierarchy clustering to
detect topics, but the results can be further
enhanced. Therefore, Xu et al. (1999) and
Wartena et al. (2008) used k-means to cluster the
news streams to realize the topic detection, and
the results are better than previous work. Papka
et al. (1999) compared different clustering
algorithms and attempted to combine the
advantage of each algorithm. The results show
the combination is efficient.
TDT 2004 defines a new TD task: hierarchical
topic detection (HTD)3. HTD presents that the
theme and topic of the news reports usually
distribute in different levels. For example,
Financial Crisis in Wall Street and Rise of Gold
Price both belong to the topic The 10 Financial
Events in 2009, but the emphasis of the theme
makes two reports in different levels. Cutting et
al. (1992) proposed a hybrid clustering
algorithm to improve traditional HAC
(Hierarchical
Agglomerative
Clustering).
Trieschnigg et al. (2004) adopted incremental
hierarchical clustering to implement HTD.
Complexity of TD is decreased in this approach,
on condition that remaining efficiency of
clustering. All proposed TD approaches can
achieve good performance in regular texts.
However, it is not known whether the clustering
algorithms are effective in microblog TD.

3
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Our approach is similar to HAC in nature.
However, two differences are worth noting. First,
each microblog thread is viewed as a priori
cluster in our approach. The intra-thread topic
detection helps to clean the thread. In contrast,
the HAC approach does not use the thread
structure. Second, the irrelevant postings are
excluded in forming the thread text, which is
used in higher level topic clustering. Differently,
the HAC approach excludes no text.
2.2

3
3.1

The Idea

To illustrate our idea, we take a head posting
and its followup postings as a Twitter example in
Figure 1.
With thousands of samples like Figure 1, we
make observations and come up with the
corresponding arguments as follows.

Mircoblog Text Processing

Microblog is a user-relationship based
platform to assist user sharing and gaining
information. As microblog booms, microtext is
made large scale. Microblog text processing has
thus become an important topic. In this paper,
we mainly summarize the related work on
microblog topic detection. Microblog topic
detection exhibits profound significance. Two
functions are interesting. Firstly, it is able to
remind users of the important events that has
happened or is happening in a period. Sharifi et
al. (2010) proposed a method to summarize the
topic in microblog. Microblog texts were
detected if they contain the same maximum
common substring, and the substring is regarded
as the title of microblog topic. Nevertheless,
there exists much noise in the microblog
postings. Thus, the maximum common substring
might be a meaningless phrase or sentence.
O'Connor et al. (2010) used document clustering
and text summarization techniques to induce
topics that are relevant to the query4. The main
idea of the method is still to match the
microblog texts that contain the key words or
phrases, making the results less accurate.
Secondly, irrelevant texts can be filtered out
with topic detection approach. Wang et al. (2010)
proposed a TwitterRank algorithm, which sorts
the returned microblog texts by relevance score.
In Liu et al. (2010), a feature selection method
based on part-of-speech and HowNet is
proposed, which can improve the performance
of microblog classification. Similarly, Sriram et
al. (2010) classified tweets into five categories,
i.e. News, Events, Opinions, Deals and Private
Messages by making use of author information
within the tweets. With such a system, user can
choose to view tweets based on their interest.
Unfortunately, every posting is regarded as an
individual text in previous methods, suffering
the serious sparse data problem.
4

The Principle

http://tweetmotif.com/
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Figure 1. A Twitter head posting and its
followup postings
Observation 1: The followup postings are
created to reply the head posting directly or
indirectly.
Argument 1: Postings in one thread are
usually topic-relevant.
For example, the three followup postings in
Figure 1 are all topic-relevant.
Observation 2: There exist a few irrelevant
postings, e.g., spam and meaningless postings.
Argument 2: The irrelevant postings can be
distinguished from the relevant ones considering
content similarity.
Observation 3: The individual postings are
very short, i.e., up to 140 characters, while a
thread usually contains more than 20 postings,
which add up to more than 200 words.
Argument 3: The topic-relevant postings in a
thread can be merged to form a bigger text so as
to relieve sparse data problem.
With above arguments, we propose a
two-phase microblog topic detection approach,

that the global topic detection is achieved with
the thread texts. As thread texts are bigger in
size, global topic detection can thus yield better
results. In this way, sparse data problem in
microblog topic detection can be alleviated to
great extent.

in which irrelevant postings are filtered out of
the threads in the first phase and relevant
postings in each thread are merged to form a
bigger thread text.
3.2

Definitions

For description convenience, we first give some
definitions being related to microblog text.
Definition 1: Posting. A posting is a piece of
semi-structured microblog text that covers
author, time and textual content, denoted with .
Definition 2: Head Posting. A head posting
is a piece of microblog text that is spontaneously
delivered, denoted with .
Definition 3: Followup Posting. A followup
posting is a piece of microblog text that replies
to another piece of microblog text, denoted with
.
Definition 4: Thread. A thread is a set of
microblog texts that contains the head posting
and the followup postings, denoted with
. The thread complies with the tree
structure.
Definition 5: Forest. A forest is a set of
.
microblog threads, denoted with
An example microblog forest is given in
Figure 2, in which three threads maintains three
head postings and fourteen followup postings.

Microblog texts

Microblog forest
construction
For each thread
. Local (intra-thread)
topic detection
Microblog
texts forest
(threads)
Dominating
topic

Thread texts

. Global (inter-thread)
topic detection

Minor
topics

Microblog text
merging (thread)

Global
topics

Figure 3. The workflow of our approach.

4

The Approach

Topic detection relies on a topic models. In this
work, the temporal-author-topic model (TAT) is
proposed to handle microblog texts. For
description convenience, we first give the
probabilistic topic model.
Figure 2. The example microblog forest contains
three threads, where
represents the head
posting,
the non-leaf followup postings, and
the leaf followup postings.

4.1

The common topic model used in topic detection
is probabilistic topic model. Three distributions
are given as follows:
(1) Word-topic distribution:
;
(2) Word-topic dispatch:
(3) Word-document
distribution:
P ( w, d ) = ψ ( d ) ;
a word. The
where represents a topic, and
topic analysis actually judges the topic
of document .
distribution

The forest structure discloses some important
information. As shown in Figure 2, every thread
begins with a head posting and contains a few
followup postings.
3.3

Probabilistic Topic Model

The Workflow

The workflow of our two-phase topic detection
approach is given in Figure 3. In the first phase,
intra-thread topic detection is run locally to find
irrelevant followup postings within each thread.
In the second phase, the relevant postings in
each thread are merged to form a thread text so

4.2

Temporal-Author-Topic Model

As a kind of Internet microtext, the microblog
text is intentional, conversational and
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Figure 4. Tree structure of the microblog thread TO
personalized. The topic model for the microblog
texts should reflect above characteristics. We
consider the following information as the
features in microblog topic detection.
y Author: In the microblog texts, author is a
prominent feature. Observations show that
one author usually participates in a limited
number of topics. In this work, the author
information is added in the common topic
model, and the author-topic (AT) model is
formed.
y Timestamp: We also find out that, if an
author delivers several statements within a
short period, these statements probably focus
on a limited number of topics. Thus we define
the interval as one hour, which means two
posts are probably related to the same topic if
they are delivered within one hour.
Considering the temporal information, the AT
model
then
evolves
to
the
temporal-author-topic (TAT) model.
y Thread: Thread information is very important
to microblog topic detection. Suppose a set of
postings belong to the same conversation
thread, they are assumed to talk about the
same topic, which is initiated by the head
posting. In this work, thread information is
viewed as a key feature.
Finally, based on the common topic model, TAT
adds in the following distributions:
(4) Temporal-Author-Topic
distribution:
;

(5) Temporal-Author-Topic
dispatch:
;
where is timestamp, the author.
The distribution can be obtained from
microblog text development dataset.
4.3

Local Topic Detection

Local topic detection, also called intra-thread
topic detection, is the first phase in microblog
topic detection. In this phase, the topic analysis
is one-cluster based, which means that a
dominating topic will be detected while the texts
in the other topics are deemed irrelevant to the
dominating topic.
Figure 4 gives a tree structure of the
microblog thread
in Figure 1. The thread tree
has three sub-trees, namely, there are three
subtopics within thread . However, seen from
Figure 4, the right sub-tree is obviously not
relevant to the dominating topic. Thus in this
thread, the posting in the right sub-tree is
deemed a spam posting. We adopt topic
detection to filter such spam postings in every
microblog thread.
The TAT model is used in thread topic
detection in this work. We further consider more
heuristics. In microblog threads, there exist
many followup postings.
Given a pair of postings, in which one posting
replies the other, the two postings
and
hold A-reply-B relation. They are assumed to
talk about the same topic. The A-reply-B relation
593

plays an important role in thread topic detection.
We define that, if two postings hold the
A-reply-B relation, in clustering, the similarity of
two postings is increased by a parameter . The
similarity formula is given as follows.
,

W. For document , we first draw a mixed
proportion
from a Dirichlet with parameter .
For the
is
word in the document, a topic
drawn with topic chosen with probability .
Then word
topic by
is drawn from the
. Finally,
taking on value w with probability
is placed on
a Dirichlet prior with parameter
the topics
. Thus, the generative process is
given as follows.

(1)

represents the posting
where
similarity calculated with VSM model, and
is the number of postings in the thread.
Due to the quantity of spam postings is small,
after calculating the similarity, the cluster which
has the least postings may be filtered as the
spam. As a result, a clean and topic-related
thread
is obtained from thread .
4.4

(2)
Given the observed words
,
Bayesian inference seeks to compute the
posterior distribution over the latent topic
indices
, the mixed proportion , and
the topics
. An efficient procedure is to use
are
collapsed Gibbs sampling, where and
marginalized out, and the latent variables Ζ
are sampled. Given the current state of all but
one variable , the conditional probability of
is given below.

Global Topic Detection

Global topic detection, also referred to as
inter-thread topic detection, is conducted on
forest level. Microblog texts are usually very
short, i.e., less than 140 characters. We propose
to make use of thread structure to address the
sparse data problem. We merge microblog texts
in every clean thread to form a bigger thread text.
Then the global topic detection is achieved with
thread texts. Once a thread text is assigned a
topic label, microblog texts in this thread are all
assign the label. In this way, the ultimate goal of
microblog topic detection is achieved.
Denote thread text being generated with
thread
by , which is combination of all the
posts in thread
. Now we convert the
microblog text into a set of thread texts X i = 1,..., N .

,

means that the
where the superscript
corresponding data-item is excluded in the count
. We
values, and
use the convention that missing indices are
summed out:
and
.
4.6

VSM-based Document Similarity

Vector Space Model (VSM) is a widely used
document representation model. Let d represent
feature terms
a document and
appearing in document d. Then document d can
be represented by the following text vector
according to the TFIDF or LDA.
,
where
is weight of feature term .
In VSM, document similarity is usually
measured using the cosine function, which is
given as follows.

The global topic detection is executed on
X i = 1,..., N to find microblog topics.
4.5

(3)

LDA-based Feature Weighting

TFIDF (term frequency and inverse document
frequency) is widely used to calculate feature
weights. In this paper, we also evaluate the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) in feature
selection. LDA is proven better than TFIDF in
regular texts (Madsen et al., 2005; Krestel et al.,
2009). In this work, we evaluate how it works on
microblog texts.
LDA is an unsupervised model proposed by
Blei et al. (2003). It views every text as the
combination of topics, and transfers the
dimension of words into topics.
To be specific, LDA models document as a
mixture of K latent topics, each of which is a
multinomial distribution over a word vocabulary

,
where
vectors.
4.7

and

(4)

denote the two document

Text Clustering

Any clustering algorithms can be used in our
algorithm. In this work, but we choose K-means
(Duda et al., 1973) and HAC (Voorhees, 1986).
594

HAC is similar to our approach due to the
hierarchical nature. So we intend to compare our
approach against HAC. We select K-means
because it is a classical clustering algorithm.

5

Baseline B3: Timestamp is added to baseline
system B2 and the temporal-author-topic (TAT)
model is formed. All postings are used equally
in topic detection.
Our approach OUR: The TAT model is used
in topic modeling. The thread information is
considered, and topics within microblog texts
are detected in two phases.
Note that TFIDF or LDA are adopted for
feature selection and HAC or K-means for text
clustering in all systems. To evaluate how topic
number influences the approach, six predefined
class numbers are defined in this experiment,
ranging from 50 to 100.

Experiment

5.1

Data Preparation

There is no benchmark dataset that fits into our
scenario. We have to compile the gold standard
by ourselves.
We use SINA microblog API 5 to extract
Chinese microblog texts. Then the gold standard
is compiled by six human annotators. The
annotation scheme complies with the TDT4
annotation guideline.
Finally, we constructed a microblog dataset
containing 1,100 threads and 16,500 postings
(i.e., 15 postings in each thread on average). The
postings are managed in 100 topics.
5.2

5.4

Table 1 reports the experimental results of our
approach and the baselines on gold-standard
dataset of predefined cluster number of 100,
which use TFIDF or LDA feature selection and
HAC or K-means clustering algorithm.

Evaluation Metrics

We adopted the evaluation metrics proposed by
Steinbach et al. (2000). The calculation starts
from the maximum F-measure in each cluster.
Let Ai represent the set of articles that are
is
managed in a system-generated cluster ,
the set of articles managed in a human-generated
cluster . F measure of the system-generated
cluster ci is calculated as follows.

,

B1
B2
B3
OUR

(5)

The Approaches

Three baseline approaches are developed in this
work. The intention is to evaluate the influence
of author, timestamp and thread information on
topic analysis, respectively.
Baseline B1: Only posting text is used in
topic detection. All postings are used equally in
topic detection.
Baseline B2: Author information is added to
the baseline system B1 and the author-topic (AT)
model is formed. All postings are used equally
in topic detection.
5

K-means K-means +
+ TFIDF
LDA
(%)
(%)
21.1
23.2
25.5
26.4
25.2
27
26.6
31.2

HAC +
TFIDF
(%)
17.2
22.2
21.8
24.7

HAC +
LDA
(%)
21.7
25
25.4
27.5

Table 1. F measure values of approaches with
predefined topic number 100.

represent precision, recall
where ,
and
and F measure of cluster
when compared
with cluster , respectively.
5.3

Results and Discussions

http://open.weibo.com/wiki/index.php/SDK
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Three observations are made on the
experiment results. Firstly, according to Table 1,
system B2 outperforms B1 by 4.6%, system B3
outperforms B2 by 1.1%, and our system
outperforms B3 by 2.8% on average. It is thus
proven that author, timestamp and thread
information are important in microblog topic
detection.
The significant outperformance can be
explained by two types of errors that constantly
happen in baseline systems but not in our system.
Errors of the first type come from the
conversation threads. In the baseline systems,
each posting is considered as an individual text.
The contextual information is ignored in the
clustering process. For example, one posting
reads: It’s really cute! It is difficult for the
baseline systems to figure out which topic it
belongs to. In contrast, our approach can merge
the posting to the head posting reads: Beijing
Kennel Club adopts six stray dogs. It is no
longer for our system to detect what is really
cute.

disclosed. Performance of the approaches climbs
gradually. Shown in Figure 4, our approach
improves less when topic number is closer to
100. When the topic number is bigger than 100,
F measure of our approach starts to drop. It can
thus be concluded that TFIDF is sensitive to
topic number than LDA. Note that the topic
number in the gold standard dataset is 100. We
thus conclude that the approach fits to the
datasets well.

The second typical error comes from the
sparse data problem. As aforementioned, a
posting is considered as an individual text in
baseline systems. When we use TFIDF or LDA
in feature selection and adopt VSM to represent
the posting, the data sparseness is serious. For
instance, a text vector Vi looks like
V i = (t 1 : 0; t 2 : 0;...; tk − 1 :1, tk : 0) ,
where only the feature tk-1 appears in the posting.
We even find some extreme postings that
contain no feature at all. It is difficult to
calculate the similarity between two such
postings.
In our approach, thread is viewed as a whole,
and thread text is used to find global topics. The
sparse data problem is alleviated to great extent.
This is the major reason that leads to significant
outperformance.
Secondly, we compare feature selection
algorithms, i.e. TFIDF and LDA, in all
experiments. LDA is demonstrated to be better
than TFIDF in regular texts. In this work, we try
to prove this conclusion with microblog texts.
As shown in Table 1, the system using LDA
outperforms that uses TFIDF. We thus conclude
that the conclusion made by Madsen, et al.
(2005) and Krestel et al. (2009) is also true on
microblog texts.
Thirdly, we compare different clustering
algorithms, i.e. HAC and K-means, in our
experiments. Seen from Table 1, the system
using K-means outperforms that uses HAC. We
can conclude that K-means algorithm fits into
our approach better than HAC.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, the Temporal-Author-Topic (TAT)
model is proposed for microblog topic detection.
Experimental results show that, the new model
fits specially into microblog when information
about timestamp and author is incorporated. We
further make use of the thread information and
propose a two-phase approach. Intra-thread topic
detection is first executed to clean every thread,
and then inter-thread topic detection is run to
find global topics more precisely with bigger
thread texts. The notable contribution lies in that
the serious sparse data problem in microblog
processing is alleviated to great extent.
However, the reported work is still
preliminary. In the future, we will conduct full
evaluation with microblog text in multiple
languages. Meanwhile, we are aware that the
maximum F measure (i.e., 31.2%) of the
approach is rather low. We will incorporate
various word similarity measures to achieve
feature selection and document similarity in
concept level.
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